### Downloading Widgets

Widgets need to be downloaded from the SMART Exchange ([http://exchange.smarttech.com](http://exchange.smarttech.com)).

### Random Object Selector Widget Usage

Randomly select items on your SMART Notebook page. Create your page, add the widget, and press go to have the objects on the page randomly chosen. This widget is ideal for choosing a student for a task or a question for the class to answer.

1. Insert objects on the page or type text onto the page
2. Press GO
3. An individual object will be selected on the page

Click “No Repeat” to prevent an object from being selected twice. “No Repeat” is white when turned on and gray when turned off.

### Right-angled Triangle Widget Usage

Investigate Pythagorean Theorem using this widget. Explore the sides of right angled triangles before testing your calculation skills using handwriting recognition.

**Triangle Maker** – pull the yellow vertices to adjust the length of the sides of the triangle and see the affect on the hypotenuse.

**Triangle Quiz** – use the Pythagorean Theorem to calculate the length of one of the sides of a triangle. Continue practicing as needed by clicking Next Question when done.

Other options:

- return to the main menu
- insert triangle onto Notebook page

### Piano Maker Widget

A piano widget aimed at primary students to practice their music development. Insert the widget and press a key to start playing.